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  Becoming a Problem Solver 
(INCO 505A for UNH/University of Record students; 4-credit course) 
Fall 2019 Course Syllabus 

Instructors 
Edith Buhs, Chief Program Officer 
Office Hours: Wednesdays - 3-4:00 pm at LINK in Kendall Square. After Friday class by request. 
Or by appointment. Edith.Buhs@collegeforsocialinnovation.org 
 
Marissa Rodriguez, Program Director for Internships 
Office Hours by appointment 
Marissa.Rodriguez@collegeforsocialinnovation.org 
 
C. Sara Minard, PhD., Consulting Instructor and Chief Academic Officer 
sara.minard@collegeforsocialinnovation.org 
 
Course Overview 
At the College for Social Innovation, our 
mission is to educate and inspire the next 
generation of problem solvers (you!) to 
tackle humanity’s tough challenges. The 
goal of this course, titled Becoming a 
Problem Solver, is to provide you with 
hands-on, self-directed, team-based 
learning opportunities where you can apply 
cross-sector skills, tools and knowledge to 
understanding how to solve social 
problems – from the simple to the complex 
– whether on your campus, in the 
workplace, in a community, wherever you 
are in the world. 
 
Course Components  
The College for Social Innovation Curriculum framework was developed after several years of 
research, testing and iteration. We chose to focus on four core skills to meet these criteria from 
our research:  

1) identified by employers across all industries as skills entry level employees need that they 
often do not have when they graduate from college;  

2) recognized by the broader social impact community as key skills for change-makers;  
3) mostly not taught in traditional college classrooms and/or best learned experientially. 

 
The Becoming a Problem Solver course is taught every Friday from 9:30am-3:30pm (with 
breakfast at 9:00am.  Depending on the location and topic, class times may shift earlier or later 
some weeks.  The course, which is also inclusive of the SITC Orientation from 9/3 to 9/9, is 
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primarily focused on building and practicing the four skills above along with providing multiple 
opportunities to reflect on challenges and successes at your internship and in the entire Semester 
in the City experience.  Classes will include multiple workshops, team-based assignments, and 
reflection activities in each skill area. See the related Course Outline for a breakdown of class 
sessions, activities, assignments, due dates, and grading rubrics. 
 
What You Can Expect 
College for Social Innovation believes in experiential, project-based learning, in the classroom and 
out. Becoming a Problem Solver is designed to feel substantially different from a typical 
undergraduate university course, with an emphasis on self-discovery, self-care, professional 
responsibility, storytelling, teamwork, networking, presentation skills, design thinking, and 
qualitative research. 
 
You should expect to spend about an hour each week preparing for class. Most preparation 
will involve shorter readings (2-3 pages), videos, or podcasts as well as writing in your journal. 
When you are working on a graded assignment more time will be needed. All assignments 
will be posted on Schoology at least one week prior to Friday’s class. 
 
The Human Centered Design Team Project is an intensive, creative, team-based project that 
will require significant out of class work. Other major assignments for this course, i.e., special 
project poster, informational interviews, reflection mini-essays, and your showcase talk, will also 
require time, so review the syllabus carefully and plan your time accordingly. There is an important 
degree of synergy between these assignments and the Social Innovator’s Toolbox course 
assignments on Wednesday, so what you learn in in each course will serve you well in the other 
course as well. 
 
Opening and Closing. At the beginning and end of every class we will take ten to fifteen minutes 
for an activity or reflection that will help you bring your heart, mind and body to the group. This is 
a time when you are asked to turn off all electronic equipment, and set your intention for the day 
as a member of a community. Openings and closings are one program area that distinguishes the 
College for Social Innovation classroom from a typical college classroom where every student is 
expected to simply extract something for him/her/their self. At CfSI we believe that the wisdom of 
the community is great, and by taking time to open and close the day as a group, we grow to 
appreciate what unique gifts each Fellow brings to the learning environment and create a support 
system that extends beyond class. 

 
Learning Objectives - By the End of this Course You Should Be Able to: 

1. Work on Diverse Teams: Understand how to work in diverse teams and collaborate 
across differences; Demonstrate professional behavior that reflects a problem solving and 
optimistic mindset, approaching conflict with curiosity, kindness, and generosity, and learn 
creative confidence; learn to listen attentively, and to give and receive feedback in a spirit 
of life-long learning. 

2. Self Awareness and Cultural Competence: Appreciate the connections between 
self-reflection, self-care and the capacity to create positive social impact by recognizing 
your own strengths, weaknesses and identities through introspection, being attentive and 
respectful of differences in attitudes, beliefs and customs. 
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3. Persuasive Communication: Understand and articulate through storytelling your role as 
an agent for social change through words and actions; Communicate complex ideas to 
diverse audiences effectively and in a professional setting, including communicating the 
relevance of storytelling, data and design tools and frameworks to define and address 
social problems, using critical thinking to expose biases and assumptions. 

4. Launch a Purpose Driven Career: Define and map realistic goals and a path to achieve 
them in a rapidly changing environment; understand how you want to be perceived and 
begin creating your own brand as a professional. 
 

What We Expect From You 
✓ Preparation – All success is built on a foundation of hard work; if you are unprepared to 

participate in class, this will impact your participation grade. Your preparation is evaluated 
by the quality of your questions more than your answers. Every individual assignment you 
hand in will give you the opportunity to pledge that the work you are turning in is yours and 
yours alone. We are committed to your personal development and to your adherence to the 
highest level of ethics and academic quality. 

 
✓ Respect – Your conduct in class should include being kind, respectful and generous at all 

times to your fellow students, instructors and guest speakers, considerate of divergent 
opinions, and fully committed to the productive completion of each of our class sessions. 
This includes your contribution to building strong teams and working in collaboration. 
Listening without judgment and avoiding the temptation to be distracted when someone 
else is talking is the clearest sign of deep respect. 
 

✓ Creativity – Social change-makers have the ability to see what others do not, and social 
innovation often requires the ability to harness untapped skills in others and use these to 
the benefit of the whole. To succeed, you must engage your creative side, and remain open 
to challenging your current assumptions and beliefs about yourself and society. This 
includes freezing negative assumptions and adopting a “Yes-And” approach when listening 
to your teammates and discussing ideas. 
 

✓ Planning - Research has demonstrated that, contrary to popular thought, the act of 
planning is key to entrepreneurial thought and action, as it is for your success in this class. 
Do not procrastinate or you will not do well. If you see yourself falling behind, do not wait to 
meet to discuss time management and devise a strategy to handle your workload given all 
your other commitments. Planning takes time and purposeful effort. Reach out, early and 
often, to your peers and staff if you need help with this. 

 
✓ Problem Solving – You are expected to critically analyze, synthesize and evaluate ideas 

and communicate your views clearly and convincingly. When there are things you do not 
understand or agree with in class discussion, you should always share these with the class, 
asking open-ended questions for the purpose of understanding yourself, so that others 
may benefit from your questions. 

 
Daily Schedule  
This is a snapshot of a typical day - it may vary slightly for trips, guest speakers or other events:  
●      9:00-9:25AM Breakfast (CAs handle set up and clean up) 
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●      9:30 – 9:45AM Opening (activities will vary week to week) 
●      9:45-10:45AM Catalyst Block (small group discussion) with 10-15 minute break 
●      10:45-12:15PMMorning Session 
●      12:15-12:45PMLunch 
●      12:45-3:15PM Afternoon session(s) (with break) 
●      3:15-3:30PM Closing/Announcements 
 
Grading and Assignments  
Letter grades will be assigned for cumulative points according to the following formula. The 
baseline for the College for Social Innovation—meets expectations—means that students who 
have demonstrated overall proficiency in the learning outcomes of the course will earn a B level 
grade. To the extent you exceed expectations in the quality of your work, your grade will be a B+ 
or an A-, depending on the level and frequency of that performance. An A grade is for those who 
consistently exceed expectations, or to a significant degree. Receiving a C grade or less is usually 
the result of failure to submit your work on time, or to follow instructions, or to simply fail in 
making the minimal effort to produce a college-level work product.  
 
For all assignments, grading rubrics and samples will be provided to help you understand what is 
required to meet expectations and what is required to exceed those expectations. We include a 
competency-based approach in our grading, which means that you are encouraged to take 
feedback and coaching to improve your work on a weekly basis. Ample opportunities will be given 
throughout the course to improve draft assignments before they are submitted for final grading. 
As an important historical note, the great majority of past SITC participants have received grades 
in the program that are similar to or higher than their previous GPA. 
 
93–100% A   Exemplary performance 
90–92% A-   Consistently above expectations 
87–89% B+  Above expectations, very good 
83–86% B    Meets expectations, good overall 
performance  
80–82% B-   Meets expectations most of the time  
77–79% C+  Mostly meets expectations although below 
some of time 
73–76% C    Below expectations but passing  

70–72% C-  Below expectations and needs 
improvement 
67–69% D+  Consistently below, but enough 
to get credit 
63–66% D    Under performing 
60–62% D-   Should consider repeating the 
course 
< 60% F        No credit for the course 

 
 
You will be assigned a letter grade based on a weighted average of the following assignments. 
Additional details about assignments will be provided in class and on Schoology, our online 
course platform, including grading rubrics for every assignment. 
 
Category  Details  % Grade 
“Active” 
Participation  

Attendance is mandatory. You are given 8 hours of Excused Time Off 
(ETO) for courses for the semester to use any way you wish but you 
must give 24 hours notice. If you exceed the 8 hours, without 
communicating with the instructor, you will be marked down on your 
final participation grade.  “Active” class participation includes preparing 
readings, assignments, participating in large and small group 

20% 
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discussions, and completing in-class exercises. See Active 
Participation Rubric for the evaluation criteria, including the use of 
different types of technology during class time. See our Attendance 
Policy for details on how to request Excused Time Off hours. 

Special  
Project  
Poster  

Using a common online design tool, you will create a poster that 
promotes your internship special project as if it is an event. Come up 
with a design that catches the eyes, draws in your viewer and 
communicates basic information about your project and organization. 
You will share these posters with prospective Fellows and institutional 
partners at the Open House.  You will be graded on the visual 
presentation according to the Poster Rubric. 

10% 

Human 
Centered 
Design 
Challenge 

Using Human Centered Design methodology, work in teams to define a 
problem, research the causes, connect with end users and 
stakeholders to tap their expertise and understand their needs, 
prototype your team’s idea for a solution and using feedback iterate a 
better version. See Human Centered Design Challenge Rubric for 
details. 

40% 

Final 
Reflection 
Paper 

You will have a journal to write daily reflections. Write 1500-words of 
reflections across three mini-essays drawing upon any common themes
you found in your journal, reflecting on your highs and lows over the 
course of the semester. What were the most important lessons you 
learned about yourself? What was the most significant change in your 
thinking or your worldview? How will the things you learned about 
yourself influence what you make or do in the world? See Reflection 
Paper Rubric. 

15% 

Showcase 
Presentation 

Building off of your journal entries, craft a 3-minute polished story 
(TED-style talk) that draws on your experience working in diverse 
teams, setting goals and achieving them, and being an agent of change 
including a call to action for the public. See Showcase Rubric. 

15% 

 
 

Friday Course Outline (Please check Schoology for periodic scheduling updates) 

Date  Location &    Topics for the Day  Assignments, Due Dates 
Orientation, 9.4  Nonprofit 

Center 
Launch, goal setting, Community 
Explorations 

Sign up for an intake interview slot 

Orientation, 9.5  Nonprofit 
Center 

Building Your Professional Brand, 
Apprenticing with Culture, Internship 
Overview + Meet Your Match 

Sign up for an intake interview slot 

Orientation, 9.6  Nonprofit 
Center 

DIY Schoology Tour, Food Budgeting, 
Boston Innovator’s Panel, Self-care & 
Student Support, Problem Solving with a 
Results/Process/Relationship Lens 

Sign up for an intake interview slot 

Orientation, 9.7  Nonprofit 
Center 

Storytelling 101, How I Got Here & Where 
I’m Going, Overview of Courses 

Sign up for an intake interview slot 
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Orientation, 9.9  Nonprofit 

Center 
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion, Launching 
Our Catalyst Teams, Orientation Wrap 

Sign up for an intake interview slot 

Friday 9.13 
Program Week 2 

LINK, 
Cambridge 

Catalyst Block, Active Listening & Inquiry, 
Community Commitments, HCD Intro 

 

Friday 9.20 
Program Week 3 

West + 
Community 

NPC 

Leadership Compass 
Backwards Planning 
Visual Language  

Poster Assignment Rollout 
 

Friday 9.27 
Program Week 4 

West + 
Community 

NPC 

Catalyst Block, Networking 101 + 102 
Giving and Receiving Feedback 
Taking Initiative and Managing Up 

Special Project Proposals Due 

Friday 10.4 
Program Week 5 

East + West 
NPC 

Catalyst Block, Open House participation 
Open House 

 

Friday 10.11 
Program Week 6 

West + 
Community 

NPC 

Catalyst Block, Human Centered Design 
(HCD) #2 w/intro of possible projects, 
Diversity-Equity-Inclusion #2 

Poster Assignment Due (via 
Schoology) 

Friday 10.18 
Program Week 7 

West + 
Community 

NPC 

Catalyst Block, HCD #3 with forming 
teams 
Communicating Your Brand 

LinkedIn Assignment Rollout 

Friday 10.25 
Program Week 8 

LINK, 
Cambridge 

Catalyst Block, HCD #3 
Mid-term program feedback 

LinkedIn Page Due 

Friday 11.1 
Program Week 9 

LINK, 
Cambridge 

Catalyst Block, HCD #4 
Taking Performance to the Next Level  

HCD team work 

Friday 11.8 
Program Week 10 

West + 
Community 

NPC 

Catalyst Block 
HCD #5 Work Session 
Launching a Purpose Driven Career TBD 

HCD team work 

Friday 11.15 
Program Week 11 

LINK, 
Cambridge 

HCD Team Presentations 
Storytelling #2 

HCD Team Presentations Due (via 
Schoology) 

Friday 11.22 
Program Week 12 

West + 
Community 

NPC 

Catalyst Block 
DEI #3 
Storytelling #3 with practice sessions 

 

Friday 11.29 
Program Week 13 

NO CLASS  NO CLASS   
 

Friday 12.6 
Program Week 14 

West + Video 
Conf. Room 

NPC 

AM: Special Projects Presentations 
PM: Storytelling #4 with practice sessions 

Special Project Presentations Due 
(via Schoology) 
Showcase Script Drafts Due – In 
Class 

Wednesday 12.11 
Program Week 15 

LINK, 
Cambridge 

Showcase Run Through 
Final deliverables work time 

Reflection Mini-Essays Due 
Final Showcase Script Due – In 
Class (& via Schoology) 

Thursday 12.12 
Program Week 15 

TBD  Showcase Dress Rehearsal, Final 
Reflections & Alumni Welcome 

Informational Interviews Due 

Friday 12.13 
Program Week 15 

TBD  Showcase 
Final SITC Evaluations 

Final Showcase “TED” Talks Due 
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